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Abstract

Reactions between pyridine containing water cluster ions, H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n,
H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n and H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n (n up to 15) with NH3 have been
studied experimentally using a quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The prod-
uct ions in the reaction between H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n and NH3 have been determined5

for the first time. It is found that the reaction mainly leads to cluster ions of the form
H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n−x, with x=1 or 2 depending on the initial size of the react-
ing cluster ion. For a given number of water molecules (from 5 to 15) in the cluster
ion, rate coefficients are found to be slightly lower than those for protonated pure water
clusters reacting with ammonia. The rate coefficients obtained from this study are used10

in a kinetic cluster ion model under tropospheric conditions. The results from the model
suggest that cluster ions containing ammonia and more than one pyridine, picoline or
lutidine molecule should dominate at ground level under typical conditions.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols can either be of primary origin, i.e. emitted to the atmosphere15

from anthropogenic or natural sources, or they can be of secondary origin, i.e. grown
from molecules pre-existing in the atmosphere. The first steps of the secondary for-
mation mechanism are unclear; suggestions include binary or ternary homogeneous
nucleation as well as ion-induced nucleation followed by ion-ion recombination (Kul-
mala et al., 2004). Atmospheric ions are initially formed by solar radiation, galactic20

cosmic rays and radioactive decay. The ions are found in the entire atmosphere, al-
though the formation mechanisms vary with altitude, region and time of day. The main
products of the ionisation of air are O+

2 , NO+ and free electrons (Wayne, 2000). At-
tachment of neutral polar molecules to the ions leads to charged molecular clusters.
Subsequent to cluster formation and growth, recombination of positively and negatively25

charged cluster ions is possible. For small clusters, this is believed to be associated
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with extensive fragmentation; for large clusters coalescence may occur. The neutral
clusters formed by the recombination are considered large enough to continue to grow
spontaneously by condensation (Yu and Turco, 2000; Yu, 2003). The charged clus-
ters formed by ion-induced nucleation are more stable than the corresponding neutral
clusters; hence this process is more effective than the homogeneous nucleation. Even5

so, it is estimated that the major part of the total atmospheric particle formation has its
origin in homogeneous nucleation, since the neutral clusters are thought to be 10 to
100 times as numerous as the ionic clusters (Kulmala et al., 2007).

Several air ion mobility measurements have identified cluster ions in the troposphere.
However, the chemical nature of these cluster ions is often difficult to identify (Horrak10

et al., 2000; Vana et al., 2008). By contrast, there have been measurements and
identification of molecule ions in the troposphere during the last two decades. A large
fraction of the molecule ions observed in these studies has likely originated from clus-
ter ions that fragment before mass analysis (Eisele, 1983, 1986, 1988; Eisele and
McDaniel, 1986; Eisele and Tanner, 1990; Schulte and Arnold, 1990). The first ground15

based measurement of atmospheric ion composition was performed by Perkins and
Eisele in 1983. In this study, several unidentified positive ions were observed (Perkins
and Eisele, 1984). Improved measurements conducted a few years later revealed
the unidentified ions that had a mass-to-charge ratio of 80, 94 and 108 to be pro-
tonated pyridine (C5H5NH+), protonated picoline (methyl-pyridine) and protonated lu-20

tidine (dimethyl-pyridine), respectively (Eisele, 1988). Several other ions have been
identified in the troposphere in addition to these, although pyridinium is often found to
dominate the mass spectrum. For example, Schulte and Arnold (1990) identified pyri-
dinium as the dominating ion in air-plane based measurements in the free troposphere
over Europe. Recently, Junninen et al. (2010) measured day-time air ions at an ur-25

ban site (the SMEAR III station in Helsinki), using an Atmospheric Pressure Interface
Time-of-Flight instrument. They identified protonated poly(alkyl) pyridines as one of the
main positive compound types. Ehn et al. (2010) measured day and night-time air ions
at a remote site (the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä) using the same instrument. They
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observed pyridine ions and alkyl substituted pyridine ions in both the day- and night-
time ion spectra, with approximately a factor two higher concentration during night-time.

Sources of atmospheric pyridine and pyridine derivatives are supposed to be
biomass burning, automobile exhaust, coal tars and tobacco smoke (Clemo, 1973;
Saintjalm and Moreetesta, 1980; Beig, 2008). The main atmospheric sink is consid-5

ered to be reaction with OH radicals (Eisele, 1986, 1988; Atkinson et al., 1987; Yeung
and Elrod, 2003). Yeung and Elrod (2003) calculated atmospheric lifetimes based on
experimentally determined reaction rate coefficients for pyridine and for various substi-
tuted pyridine compounds to be 44 days and around 1 to 10 days, respectively. Other
suggested atmospheric sinks of significance are reaction with HNO3 in polluted envi-10

ronments (Atkinson et al., 1987) and reaction with atomic chlorine (Zhao et al., 2007).
Due to the localised and sometimes irregular nature of the sources – as well as the rela-
tively short atmospheric lifetimes – the concentration of pyridine is expected to be highly
variable with time and location (Beig and Brasseur, 2000; Yeung and Elrod, 2003). Few
measurements of pyridine concentrations in the atmosphere exist. Among these, Tan-15

ner and Eisel (1991) measured a concentration of about 2.5 ppt±50 % (6.2×107 cm−3)
of molecular pyridine at Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii. In the measurements by
Junninen et al. (2010) about 1 cm−3 of protonated pyridine was observed at the urban
SMEAR III station in Helsinki. However, in contrast to most previous measurements
they found up to six times higher concentrations for ionic alkyl substituted pyridine com-20

pounds H+C5H5N(CH2)n, 1≤n≤ 6, including picoline and lutidine. The reason for this
is unknown but interesting and the findings show that there is a need to better under-
stand the atmospheric chemistry of these compounds. Ehn et al. (2010) reported av-
erage concentrations of pyridinium and alkyl substituted pyridine ions from the SMEAR
II station in Hyytiälä during 4 days in early May 2009: pyridinium 36.4 cm−3, picolinium25

57.3 cm−3, lutidinium 33.5 cm−3. Also in this case, alkyl substituted pyridine ions are
higher in concentration than the pyridine ion.

A kinetic cluster ion model by Beig and Brasseur (2000) indicate that pyridine con-
taining clusters may be the dominating positive ions in the lower free troposphere (from
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1 to 6 km above ground). More specifically, the pyridinated cluster ions in the model
were H+(X)1(H2O)n and H+(NH3)m(X)1(H2O)n, where X=pyridine, picoline or lutidine.
Beig and Brasseur proposed two reaction pathways for the formation of these pyridi-
nated cluster ions from H+(H2O)n clusters. The first reaction pathway starts with addi-
tion of NH3 to a protonated water cluster. The formed cluster can thereafter react with5

a pyridine type molecule X:

H+(H2O)n+mNH3 →H+(NH3)m(H2O)n (R1a)

H+(NH3)m(H2O)n+X→H+(X)1(NH3)m−x(H2O)n−y +xNH3+yH2O (R1b)

In the second reaction pathway, a pyridine molecule reacts with a protonated water
cluster. The pyridine is thereafter ejected when an ammonia molecule attaches to the10

cluster in a second step:

H+(H2O)n+X→H+(X)1(H2O)n−x+xH2O (R2a)

H+(X)1(H2O)n+NH3 →H+(NH3)1(H2O)n+X (R2b)

The second step can thereafter be followed by Reaction (R1b) above to form a cluster
containing both ammonia and pyridine. The driving force behind these reactions –15

forming cluster ions containing ammonia and pyridine derivatives – appears connected
to the high basicities of ammonia and the pyridine derivatives. Note that loss of water
is likely to occur also in the first step of the first mechanism (Reaction R1a) and in the
second step of the second mechanism (Reaction R2b); however, this was not included
in the notation by Beig and Brasseur.20

While the reaction rate coefficients are known for the first three reactions in the case
of X=pyridine, it is unknown for Reaction (R2b) (Viggiano et al., 1988a, b). Beig and
Brasseur assumed 10−11 cm3 s−1 as an upper limit for the rate coefficient of Reac-
tion (R2b) for all pyridine derivatives in their study, which is two orders of magnitude
lower than the rate coefficient for Reaction (R1b) at 298 K.25
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In the present work we investigate the reactions of two types of cluster ions with NH3
in a cluster beam experiment; the clusters being H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n (m= 1 and 2)
and H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n. The results from the experiments are thereafter used
to improve the present kinetic model by Beig and Brasseur for atmospheric positive
ions. The atmospheric implications of the experimental results and the results from the5

kinetic modelling are discussed.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental

The experiments were performed using a modified QTOF 2 mass spectrometer (Micro-
mass/Waters, Manchester UK). The instrument and experimental procedure has been10

described in detail previously (Andersson et al., 2008; Ryding et al., 2011), and there-
fore only a brief overview is presented here. The cluster ions were produced from aque-
ous solutions at atmospheric pressure by electrospray ionization (ESI) and thereafter
entered into the high vacuum part of the instrument. Two different solutions were used:
2.5 mM pyridine(aq) for production of H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n ions and a mixture with15

2.5 mM pyridine(aq) and 30 mM NH3(aq) for production of H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n
ions. A quadrupole mass filter (with better than unit resolution) allowed for selection of
single sized clusters based on their mass-to-charge ratio, m/z. The selected clusters
then entered the collision cell, where they were brought to collide with gaseous am-
monia at a centre-of-mass (COM) collision energy ECOM = 8 kJmol−1 (0.085 eV). The20

resulting products were analyzed by a reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer
set at a mass resolution, m/∆m, of about 5000 (full-width-half-height). The ammo-
nia was introduced into the collision cell through an Ultra-High-Vacuum (UHV) leak
valve giving a pressure of about 10−5 mbar. This pressure of NH3 was chosen to
keep the number of ion-neutral collisions below 10 % to ensure single-collision condi-25

tions for the entire range of cluster sizes. Reference measurements were collected by
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measuring the cluster ion H+(pyridine)1(H2O)11 at regular intervals during the experi-
ment to make sure that the collision gas pressure was constant. For each measure-
ment, a corresponding background measurement was collected with an empty collision
cell. For the cluster ions H+(pyridine)1(H2O)10 and H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)10 mea-
surements were also performed at various collision energies between 1.45 kJmol−1 and5

120 kJmol−1 (COM). Reagents used in the experiments: H2O (no. 95270 for HPLC,
Fluka), pyridine (99.5 %, BDH Chemicals Ltd.), NH3 (99.96 %, AGA), 25 % NH3 (aq)
(Pro analysi, Merck).

2.2 Positive ion model description

The positive cluster ion reaction schemes in this paper are based on the aforemen-10

tioned model by Beig and Brasseur (2000). In their model, protonated water clusters,
H+(H2O)n are continuously produced in a series of reactions starting from O+

2 and
N+

2 . Subsequent to this, the protonated water clusters may then react with ammonia,
pyridine, picoline, lutidine, acetone and acetonitrile. The production of cluster ions
is balanced by the loss of cluster ions through ion-ion recombination and attachment15

to aerosol particles. In our first model (Model A), we have made two modifications
to the model by Beig and Brasseur. Firstly, we have included the experimental re-
sults from this study. That is, in the reaction between H+(pyridine)1,2(H2O)n and NH3
virtually no exchange of pyridine for ammonia will take place. Instead, ammonia is in-
corporated into the cluster ion with subsequent loss of one or two water molecules,20

i.e. H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n−x +xH2O. Hence, the
former reaction was excluded from the model and the latter was added (the correspond-
ing modifications were made for the reactions with clusters containing picoline and luti-
dine). For simplicity, the rate coefficient for H+(pyridine)1(H2O)4 +NH3 (obtained in this
study) was used for all pyridine/water clusters. Secondly, we have included reactions25

leading to clusters containing two amines (pyridine, picoline and lutidine). The reac-
tions included in Model A are shown in Fig. 1 and the corresponding rate coefficients
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are given in Table 1. In our second model, Model B, we have omitted the amines pico-
line and lutidine since pyridine containing cluster ions are found to be the dominating
cluster ions in Model A. We also allowed for up to five pyridine molecules in each clus-
ter. The reactions included in this model are shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding
rate coefficients are given in Table 1. In the absence of detailed data for evaporation5

of pyridine from protonated water clusters and since we do not observe evaporation of
pyridine under our experimental conditions (see Sect. 3.1), we did not include evapora-
tion in our models presented in this study. The differential rate equations were solved
in the program FACSIMILE (2007). All model calculations in this paper were performed
under ground level conditions at a temperature of 298 K. Steady-state concentrations10

were reached after approximately 500 s.

3 Results

3.1 Experimental results

Figure 3a shows the TOF mass spectrum obtained for mass selected (by the
quadrupole) H+(pyridine)1(H2O)11 ions passing an empty collision cell. The intensity15

of the parent ion dominates but minor peaks corresponding to loss of 1 to 5 water
molecules are also seen. The loss of water is caused by evaporation from the parent
cluster during the flight time of about 160 µs from the quadrupole to the TOF unit. Evap-
oration is inevitable for the reactions studied here, applying this experimental setup
including the setting of the collision energy. In agreement with a previous study by20

Ryding et al. (2011), evaporation of pyridine does not occur. Figure 3b shows the TOF
mass spectrum obtained after reaction between the cluster ion H+(pyridine)1(H2O)11

and NH3 at a collision energy of 8 kJmol−1 (COM). Evaporation of water molecules
during the passage through the QTOF 2 is found in approximately equal amounts as in
the background measurement. That is, the area of the peaks at m/z −18, −36 and −5425

relative the parent ion is basically unaffected by the presence of NH3 in the collision
cell. For the reaction with NH3, the main product formed is H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)9
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at −19 u relative the parent ion mass. This means that NH3 is incorporated into the
cluster and typically two H2O molecules evaporate from the short-lived collision com-
plex formed. Product clusters corresponding to loss of one, three, four and five H2O
molecules are also seen; however, these products are significantly less abundant.
Clusters H+(NH3)2(pyridine)1(H2O)n are produced in small amounts due to multiple5

collisions with NH3. Essentially no pyridine is lost from the cluster ions upon reaction,
as seen by the absence of peaks at the indicated locations in Fig. 3b.

Due to the above mentioned evaporation of H2O molecules from the parent
ion, some of the detected products will have originated from reactions of pre-
formed evaporation products. In order to estimate the contribution of these reac-10

tions, we devised the following simple model. The m/z −1 peak represents the
reaction A+(H2O)n +NH3 →A+(NH3)1(H2O)n−1 +H2O (with A+ =H+, H+(pyridine)1,
H+(pyridine)2 or H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1). We assume that all of the evaporation
products A+(H2O)n−x, x=1, 2, 3... in a mass spectrum would form the products
A+(NH3)1(H2O)n−x−1, x=1, 2, 3... to a degree that corresponds to the relative intensity15

of the m/z −1 peak in the mass spectrum of the correspondingly sized parent ion. This
gives a small contribution from the A+(H2O)n−1 cluster to the A+(NH3)1(H2O)n−2 peak,
located at m/z −19. The remaining intensity in this peak originate from the parent ion
reaction A+(H2O)n +NH3 →A+(NH3)1(H2O)n−2 +2H2O. We calculated the magnitude
of this reaction for all parent ion cluster sizes, and applied it to the correspondingly20

sized evaporation products as well. We were then able to estimate the magnitude
of the third parent ion reaction: A+(H2O)n +NH3 →A+(NH3)1(H2O)n−3 +3H2O in the
same way.

Figure 4 shows the branching ratios of different products from the
H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n +NH3 reaction (m = 0 to 2) at ECOM =8 kJmol−1. For25

H+(H2O)n +NH3 the main product peaks represent incorporation of the NH3 molecule
and loss of two or three water molecules. The simple model described above attributes
the intensity of these peaks to reactions of the parent ion (by 100 % and ≥90 %,
respectively). Peaks corresponding to addition of the ammonia molecule and loss of
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four and five H2O from the parent cluster can be seen; they tend to be higher for the
larger clusters. A significant part of the abundance of these products is likely resulting
from reactions of evaporation products; they have been included for comparison. Loss
of a single water molecule after reaction with NH3 is effectively not observed for this
cluster type.5

The branching ratios of the H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n and H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n clusters
are rather similar, and are dominated by loss of two water molecules after addition of
the ammonia molecule. For smaller clusters, loss of a single water molecule occurs
with a frequency similar to the loss of two water molecules. However, the −H2O curve
drops off with size, giving about an order of magnitude lower abundance compared to10

the −2H2O products as n approaches 15. Both of these peaks are due to parent ion
reactions, while the peaks corresponding to loss of three or four water molecules after
addition of ammonia is likely to contain large contributions from reactions of evaporation
clusters. Again, we notice that virtually no pyridine leaves the cluster ions after reaction
with ammonia, neither for H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n nor for H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n. This is in15

contrast to the assumption made by Beig and Brasseur (2000).
Branching ratios for the H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n +NH3 reaction are shown in

Fig. 5 for n= 1 to 15. As seen, the products are dominated by incorporation of the
reactant NH3 and loss of one or two water molecules in more or less equal amounts,
except for n= 2. Again, these reactions can be attributed to the parent ion by 100 %20

and ≥90 %, respectively. Products with three or four water molecules fewer than the
parent ion are also observed and are likely formed from evaporation product reactions.
Common for all the curves in Fig. 5 is that they show less size dependence than the
clusters in Fig. 4.

The reaction rate coefficients for the clusters H+(H2O)n, H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n,25

H+(pyridine)2(H2O)n and H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n reacting with NH3 at 8 kJmol−1

(COM) are found in Fig. 6 as a function of the number of water molecules in the clus-
ter, for the range n= 1–15 (for the pure water clusters n= 4–15). The reaction rate
coefficients are expressed relative to the rate coefficient of the H+(H2O)4 cluster, in the
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absence of an exactly calibrated NH3 pressure in the collision cell. It should, however,
be mentioned that reference measurements show the pressure to be constant during
the course of the experiments. The thermal rate coefficients for the reference cluster
H+(H2O)4 is 1.91×10−9 (300/T )0.39 cm3 s−1, (Viggiano et al., 1988a). For the same
cluster reacting with ND3 at ECOM =8 kJmol−1 (0.085 eV) Honma et al. (1992) reported5

a reaction cross section of approximately 1.5×10−14 cm2. For the present case, given
a velocity of 1090 m s−1 through the collision cell, this corresponds to a reaction rate
coefficient of 1.6×10−9 cm3 s−1 for the reference cluster. As can be seen in Fig. 6,
pure water clusters exhibit a somewhat higher reaction rate in the size range n= 5–15
compared to the pyridine containing clusters.10

In order to estimate the rate coefficient for exchanging a pyridine molecule in a
cluster with an ammonia molecule i.e. Reaction (R2b) above, we calculated the to-
tal abundance of the peaks corresponding to incorporation of ammonia and loss of
pyridine and 0 to 2 water molecules. We found that for H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n clusters
with m= 1–2 and n= 1–15, the maximum relative rate coefficient for loss of pyridine15

was 8.0×10−4 (the standard deviation due to signal statistics is 2.4×10−4) relative the
total rate coefficient for H+(H2O)4 +NH3. Using the value by Viggiano et al. (1988a) for
the latter, this gives a rate coefficient of 1.5×10−12 cm3 s−1 (at 298 K) for the reaction
H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)1(H2O)n−x +xH2O+pyridine. This is a factor of
7 lower than 1×10−11 cm3 s−1 as assumed by Beig and Brasseur. However, for the20

majority of the clusters in our study the reaction rate coefficient is even lower. Typi-
cal values of the rate coefficient for the above reaction is in the range of 1×10−4 to
4×10−4 relative H+(H2O)4.

3.2 Modelling results

We have modelled the reaction kinetics using three different models. First we per-25

formed a calculation using the model of Beig and Brasseur applying their set of pa-
rameters, and successfully reproduced their results. We thereafter used Model A at
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different pyridine concentrations. The concentrations used for all molecules in the
model are shown in Table 2. The results are shown in Fig. 7 on a linear scale
(in the Supplement the results are shown on a logarithmic scale to include also
ions with low concentrations). At pyridine concentrations below 104 cm−3, clusters
of the type H+(NH3)m(H2O)n dominate completely but already at pyridine concentra-5

tions of 2.8×106 cm−3, 50 % of the clusters contain both pyridine and ammonia. At
concentrations above 5×106 cm−3, clusters with ammonia, water and two pyridine
molecules dominate. Since the lutidine and picoline concentration is 10 times lower
than the pyridine concentration, clusters containing both pyridine and lutidine or pi-
coline are found in concentrations about 10 times lower than the concentration of10

H+(NH3)1(pyridine)2(H2O)n. In order to evaluate the importance of including the reac-
tion H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n−x +xH2O, we also com-
pared the results using Model A with the results obtained by substituting this reaction
with H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)1(H2O)n−x +xH2O+pyridine. Essentially
no difference in the ion concentrations from the two models were observed, neither15

at an ammonia concentration of 2.46×1010 cm−3 nor at an ammonia concentration 50
times lower.

A typical pyridine concentration in the troposphere is around 4 ppt (9.9×107 cm−3

at 298 K) (Eisele, 1988; Tanner and Eisele, 1991). From Fig. 7 it is clear that more
than one pyridine molecule may be present in the cluster ions in the atmosphere. In20

order to study this in more detail we constructed Model B, where up to five pyridine
molecules are allowed to be incorporated in each cluster. In Fig. 8, we show the ion
concentration as a function of pyridine concentration at a typical ammonia concentra-
tion (1.0 ppb, or 2.46×1010 cm−3). Assuming no evaporation, a pyridine concentration
of 4 ppt (9.9×107 cm−3) would give more than four pyridine molecules in most clusters.25

Neglecting evaporation of pyridine may not be realistic, but this model shows that clus-
ters with a multiple number of pyridine molecules may be present in the atmosphere. In
Fig. 8b, the concentrations from Fig. 8a are shown on a logarithmic scale. The concen-
tration of H+(CH3COCH3)1(H2O)n, H+(H2O)n, and H+(CH3CN)1(H2O)n are all below
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0.1 cm−3 at all pyridine concentrations used. The concentration of H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n
1≤m≤ 5 are also well below 0.1 cm−3 at pyridine concentrations below 3×1010 cm−3

and an ammonia concentration of 2.46×1010 cm−3.
We also studied the influence of the ammonia concentration on the number of pyri-

dine molecules in the clusters using Model B. Decreasing the ammonia concentra-5

tion 50 times (shown in Fig. 8c–d) gave no significant change in the concentration
of H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n and H+(NH3)m(pyridine)1(H2O)n. However, the concentra-
tion of H+(CH3COCH3)1(H2O)n is increased to about 2 cm−3 up to a pyridine con-
centration of about 109 cm−3. The concentrations of H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n 1 ≤m≤ 5
are below 0.1 cm−3 except for H+(pyridine)5(H2O)n at pyridine concentrations above10

3×109 cm−3.

4 Discussion and atmospheric implications

Honma et al. (1992) studied the reaction of H+(H2O)4 with ND3 and for all products
where the ammonia-d3 molecule entered the cluster all three deuterium atoms re-
mained there after evaporation of H2O. Effective H/D exchange between molecules in15

the reaction complex requires a mobile proton (Yamaguchi et al., 2003; Honma and
Armentrout, 2004; Andersson et al., 2008; Ryding et al., 2011). This observation must
be the consequence of strong proton binding most likely due to an adamant NH+

4 core
ion, corresponding to its comparably high pK a value. It has been shown that this ab-
sence of H/D exchange extends to larger sizes (Andersson et al., 2008). Thus we20

expect protonation exclusively on the ammonia molecule for all clusters formed in the
reaction H+(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)1(H2O)n−x +xH2O. Since the pyridine molecule
of a H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n or H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n cluster does not leave after
addition of NH3, the product will contain two or three basic molecules. This raises a
number of interesting questions regarding the cluster structure, dynamics and proto-25

nation site. In the case of pure pyridine water clusters, one pyridine molecule in a
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protonated water cluster leads to locking of the proton (i.e. the proton is bound to the
pyridine molecule), while with two or three pyridine molecules in the cluster the pro-
ton becomes mobile (Ryding et al., 2011). The situation is more complicated for the
present mixed clusters, since we are now dealing with two different types of nitrogen
bases. The gas phase proton affinity of pyridine is greater than that of ammonia; they5

are 930 kJmol−1 and 853.6 kJmol−1, respectively (Lide, 2006c). However, in bulk wa-
ter, ammonia is the stronger base as indicated by its higher acid dissociation constant
(pK a = 9.25 for ammonia, pK a = 5.23 for pyridine, Lide, 2006a, b). Since molecular
clusters represent a bridge between the domains of gas phase chemistry and bulk, it
is difficult to determine the effective proton affinities, and therefore to which degree the10

proton will be mobile within the reaction complex. Further studies of clusters contain-
ing both ammonia and pyridine using deuterated reactants – for instance D2O – should
provide additional clues.

The current setup of the TOF unit does not allow for accurate quantification of prod-
uct ions below m/z =50. For the H+(H2O)4 cluster we were only able to measure the15

reaction products H+(NH3)1(H2O)3 and H+(NH3)1(H2O)2 at m/z =72 and m/z =54, re-
spectively. Consequently, the −3H2O peak is missing for this cluster in Fig. 4a. The
experiments by Honma et al. (1992) indicate that the reaction leading to formation of
H+(NH3)1(H2O)1 should represent no more than a few percent of the total abundance;
the main product is in fact H+(NH3)1(H2O)2 (−2H2O in Fig. 4a) which constitutes al-20

most the entire reaction cross section, which is in good agreement with the results in
Fig. 4a.

For the experimental setup described in Sect. 2.1, applying collision energy in the
lab frame below approximately 0.3 eV was observed to result in inefficient ion trans-
mission and major loss of signal. The collision energy used in the measurements,25

8 kJmol−1 (COM), was chosen since it allowed for a satisfactory beam intensity to be
obtained for all cluster ions studied. This energy is a factor of two higher than typical
tropospheric collision energies (∼4 kJmol−1 at room temperature). However, the heat-
ing of the formed reaction complex due to addition of NH3 (i.e. the dissociation energy)
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is larger still, with values in the range of 65 to 120 kJmol−1 depending on cluster size
(based on calculations for clusters with n= 4 to 7 using data from Meotner, 1984 and
Lide, 2006c). The use of higher collision energies would therefore be expected to have
only minor effects on the results, as long as the collision energy is sufficiently small
compared to the dissociation energy of NH3 for the cluster in question.5

The above mentioned experiment by Honma et al. (1992) show that the total cross
section of the H+(H2O)4 cluster reacting with ND3 remains virtually unchanged up to
collision energies of 20 kJmol−1 (COM). For all measured collision energies in this
range, the cross section is made up almost entirely by the reaction forming the product
H+(NH3)1(H2O)2, indicating that the energy released into the cluster upon addition of10

an ammonia molecule corresponds to evaporation of two H2O. Based on values cal-
culated using literature thermochemical data (Meotner, 1984; Lide, 2006c), the energy
released by introducing NH3 into the H+(H2O)4 cluster is 120 kJmol−1. The dissociation
energies for losing first one H2O and then a second H2O from the intermediate cluster
H+(NH3)1(H2O)4 are 44 kJmol−1 and 52 kJmol−1, respectively. For larger protonated15

water clusters reacting with NH3 at 8 kJmol−1 (COM), we see approximately equal
amounts of evaporation of two and three H2O from the reaction complex (Fig. 4a),
implying a somewhat different balance between the dissociation energies of NH3 and
H2O. As cluster size increases, the energy released into the cluster when NH3 enters
the reaction complex becomes smaller compared to the energy cost of evaporating20

first one and then a second water molecule. For instance, for H+(H2O)7, the former
is 65 kJmol−1 while the latter two are 35 kJmol−1 and 38 kJmol−1, respectively. This
is contrary to the experimental findings in Fig. 4a. The discrepancy could be due
to the fact that the experimental branching ratios do not necessarily represent a se-
quential loss of H2O molecules since there is also a possibility of loss of water as25

a dimer or a trimer (dissociation energies of the dimer and trimer are 20.7 kJmol−1

and 21.7 kJmol−1, respectively, Santra et al., 2007). Furthermore, the temperature is
higher for larger clusters in the beam, which might be part of the explanation. For
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the pyridine containing clusters in Fig. 4b–c, the tendency is loss of – on average –
fewer water molecules post reaction. Even fewer water molecules are lost from the
H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n cluster, with the +NH3 −H2O and +NH3 −2H2O peaks be-
ing of equal size.

Separate measurements of H+(pyridine)1(H2O)10 and H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)105

reacting with NH3 at different collision energies give further insights into the impact
of ECOM on the respective branching ratios. In the case of the former, the branching
ratios are essentially unchanged below 8 kJmol−1, with the branching ratio of −2H2O
changing from 0.64 at 8 kJmol−1 to 0.60 at 3 kJmol−1. The corresponding change for
−H2O is from 0.23 to 0.31. For the latter cluster, the changes are somewhat more10

significant, with both curves having a branching ratio of 0.43 at ECOM = 8 kJmol−1. A
change in ECOM to 3 kJmol−1 results in the −2H2O curve dropping to 0.35 and the
−H2O curve increasing to 0.56. It would seem that for this cluster, the collision energy
of choice (8 kJmol−1) also happens to be the point where the two curves representing
the collision energy dependence of the +NH3 −H2O product and the +NH3 −2H2O15

product cross each other. Consequently, for typical tropospheric conditions the +NH3
−H2O product would have a higher abundance than the +NH3 −2H2O product for this
cluster.

The pure water clusters in Fig. 6 have a somewhat higher reaction rate coefficient
for collision with NH3 compared to the pyridine containing cluster for a large part of the20

size range. This is very similar to the behaviour exhibited by these three cluster types
when reacting with D2O, as reported in a previous study (Ryding et al., 2011).

Model A gave results that were in excellent agreement with those of Beig and
Brasseur (2000) with regards to the concentration of pyridinated cluster ions. Our
model is also in agreement with Beig and Brasseur in that the pyridinated cluster ions25

dominates the tropospheric ion spectrum. Our experiments show that the reaction be-
tween H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n and NH3 does not give loss of pyridine and have a higher
rate coefficient than assumed by Beig and Brasseur. However, this did not have any
significant effect on the modelled cluster distribution. Model A allows for two pyridine
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derivatives in each cluster ion, and the model calculations show that it should be pos-
sible for these clusters to form in the troposphere. In Model B we allowed for up to
five pyridines in each cluster ion. The model calculations showed that already at a
pyridine concentration of 107 cm−3 the cluster ion distribution is dominated by clusters
containing ammonia, water and five pyridines. The model is likely to overestimate the5

number of pyridines in each cluster since evaporation or other removal mechanisms
are neglected. However, in our experiments evaporation of pyridine from cluster ions
containing one, two, or three pyridine has not been observed, even after reaction with
NH3 (this work) or D2O (Ryding et al., 2011). In addition, our models indicate that it
is also possible to have clusters containing both ammonia and pyridine at tropospheric10

pyridine concentrations significantly lower than typical.
Measurements by Junninen et al. (2010) and Ehn et al. (2010) suggest that the

ions of alkyl substituted pyridine compounds may be more abundant than ordinary pro-
tonated pyridine at ground level in urban and boreal environments. This may seem
contradictory when considering the atmospheric concentrations of the compounds in15

question, as well as the lifetime calculations (for instance by, Yeung and Elrod, 2003),
both of which indicate pyridine as the more common neutral species. However, as
pointed out by Junninen et al., the transition from neutral molecule to cation takes
place by addition of a proton, which will lead to compounds with higher proton affinity
being relatively more abundant in the tropospheric ion spectrum. The proton affini-20

ties in question are 930 kJmol−1 for pyridine, 943.4 to 949.1 kJmol−1 (depending on
isomer) for picoline and 955.4 to 963.0 kJmol−1 (depending on the isomer) for lutidine
(Lide, 2006c). For cluster ions, the type of pyridine or pyridine derivative that enters
the clusters (Reactions R1b and R2a) is likely more dependent on concentration than
proton affinity. In case of large water cluster ions with more than one pyridine type25

molecule the actual protonation site becomes a matter of basicity. pK a values are as
follows: 5.23 for pyridine, 5.70 to 6.00 for picoline (depending on isomer), 6.15 to 6.99
depending on isomer for lutidine (Lide, 2006b). Since the transition from atmospheric
pressure to high vacuum probably leads to larger tendency for fragmentation and/or
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evaporation of a cluster ion, actual measurements of clusters containing both pyridine
and an alkyl substituted variant are likely to be detected as the latter, since both the pro-
ton affinity and the acid dissociation constants are higher. If also ammonia is present
– as indicated by our calculations – the proton may also be situated on the ammonia
molecule (pK a = 9.25). The location of the proton is probably also dependent on the5

cluster size. The fragmentation and evaporation upon sampling could be the reason
why clusters containing at least two amines are not observed in the studies by Junninen
et al. (2010) and Ehn et al. (2010). In order to better understand the fragmentation and
evaporation processes of these ions during atmospheric measurements, we suggest
experimental studies on collision induced dissociation of water cluster ions containing10

two or more amines. We also suggest detailed studies on evaporation of amines from
charged water containing clusters under tropospheric conditions.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/11/24535/2011/
acpd-11-24535-2011-supplement.pdf.15
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Table 1. Rate coefficients for the reactions used in Model A and Model B.

Reaction Rate coefficient, cm3 s−1 Reference

Formation of H+(H2O)n Rate1 = 2 (unit: cm−3 s−1) Beig and Brasseur (2000)a

H+(H2O)n +CH3CN→H+(CH3CN)m(H2O)n k1 =3.06×10−9(300/T ) Viggiano et al. (1988a)
H+(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)m(H2O)n k2 =1.91×10−9(300/T )0.39 Viggiano et al. (1988a)
H+(H2O)n +CH3COCH3 →H+(CH3COCH3)1(H2O)n k3 =2.04×10−9(300/T )0.59 Viggiano et al. (1988a)
H+(CH3COCH3)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)m(H2O)n k4 =2×10−9 Hauck and Arnold (1984)
H+(CH3CN)m(H2O)n +CH3COCH3 →H+(CH3COCH3)1(H2O)n k5 =1.8×10−9 Hauck and Arnold (1984)
H+(CH3CN)m(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)m(H2O)n k6 =1.8×10−9 Schlager et al. (1983)
H+(NH3)m(H2O)n +picoline→H+(NH3)x(picoline)1(H2O)n k7 =2.6×10−9(300/T )0.7 Viggiano et al. (1988b)
H+(NH3)m(H2O)n + lutidine→H+(NH3)x(lutidine)1(H2O)n k8 =2×10−9 assumedb

H+(NH3)m(H2O)n +pyridine→H+(NH3)x(pyridine)1(H2O)n k9 =2.1×10−9(300/T )0.7 Viggiano et al. (1988b)
H+(H2O)n +picoline→H+(picoline)1(H2O)n k10 =2×10−9 assumedb

H+(H2O)n + lutidine→ H+(lutidine)1(H2O)n k11 = 2×10−9 assumed b

H+(H2O)n +pyridine→H+(pyridine)1(H2O)n k12 =2.08×10−9(300/T )0.89 Viggiano et al. (1988a)
H+(X)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)m(H2O)n +X k13 =k14 =k15 =0c assumed
cluster+aerosol→aerosol ion k16 =5×10−6 Beig and Brasseur (2000)
cluster+ cluster recombination k17 =6×10−8(300/T )0.5 Arijs and Brasseur (1986);

+1.25×10−25[M](300/T )4d Beig et al. (1993)
H+(X)1(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)m(X)1(H2O)n k18 =0.907×k2 this paper
H+(X)1(H2O)n +X→H+(X)2(H2O)n k19 =k12 assumed
H+(NH3)m(X)1(H2O)n +pyridine→H+(NH3)m(X)2(H2O)n k20 =k9 assumed
H+(NH3)m(X)1(H2O)n +picoline→H+(NH3)m(X)2(H2O)n k21 =k7 assumed
H+(NH3)m(X)1(H2O)n + lutidine→H+(NH3)m(X)2(H2O)n k22 =k8 assumed
H+(X)2(H2O)n +NH3 →H+(NH3)m(X)2(H2O)n k23 =k18 assumed
H+(NH3)m(X)2(H2O)n +pyridine→H+(NH3)m(X)3(H2O)n k24 =k9 assumed
H+(NH3)m(X)3(H2O)n +pyridine→H+(NH3)m(X)4(H2O)n k25 =k9 assumed
H+(NH3)m(X)4(H2O)n +pyridine→H+(NH3)m(X)5(H2O)n k26 =k9 assumed

a The formation of H+(H2O)n was set as to give the same rate as used by Beig and Brasseur (2000).
b The value is the same as used by Beig and Brasseur(2000).
c A value of 1×10−11 cm−3 s−1 was used by Beig and Brasseur (2000).
d [M] is the neutral number density in cm−3.
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Table 2. Initial concentrations in cm−3 for the simulations presented in Figs. 7 and 8.

Figure Model NH3 H2O Pyridine Picoline Lutidine Acetone CH3CN Aerosol

7 A 2.46×1010 4.61×1017 variable [pyridine]/10 [pyridine]/10 3.69×1010 4.92×108 1.0×103

8a–b B 2.46×1010 4.61×1017 variable – – 3.69×1010 4.92×108 1.0×103

8c–d B 4.92×108 4.61×1017 variable – – 3.69×1010 4.92×108 1.0×103
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Fig. 1. Tropospheric cluster ion reaction scheme used in Model A. Dotted lines represent
reactions removed from the model employed by Beig and Brasseur (2000). Dashed-dotted
lines represent reactions not included in the model by Beig and Brasseur (2000).
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Fig. 2. Tropospheric cluster ion reaction scheme used in Model B.
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Fig. 3. Mass spectra of H+(pyridine)1(H2O)11 with peak intensities expressed relative to the
parent ion (PI) mass and height. (a) Background measurement. (b) The cluster ion reacting
with NH3 at 8 kJmol−1. The product H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)11−y peaks are designated by
open blue triangles. Red circles designate peaks arising from evaporation of H2O from the
parent ion. Green vertical lines designate the m/z where a possible NH3/pyridine exchange
product, H+(NH3)1(H2O)10−z, would appear.
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Fig. 4. Branching ratios for the reactions of H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n (m = 0 to 2) with NH3 at
ECOM =8 kJmol−1. The number of water molecules, n, is indicated for some of the data points
to improve readability. Dashed lines indicate products likely resulting from clusters that have
lost water molecules prior to reaction.
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Fig. 5. Branching ratios for H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n reacting with NH3 at ECOM =8 kJmol−1.
The curves represent peaks corresponding to the parent ion incorporating NH3 and losing one
to four H2O. Dashed lines indicate products likely resulting from clusters that have lost water
molecules prior to reaction. The numbers next to the curves indicate the number of water
molecules, n.
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Fig. 6. Relative reaction rate coefficients for cluster ions H+(pyridine)m(H2O)n with m= 0 to 2
and H+(NH3)1(pyridine)1(H2O)n, reacting with NH3 at ECOM =8 kJmol−1. The rate coefficients
are normalized with the rate coefficient for H+(H2O)4 reacting with NH3. The numbers 1, 5, 10,
15 indicate the number of water molecules to improve readability.
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Fig. 7. Concentration of cluster ions as a function of pyridine concentration. The values were
calculated using Model A and the initial concentrations are given in Table 2. The total concen-
tration of pyridinated cluster ions in the model by Beig and Brasseur (2000) is also indicated.
Py, Pic and Lu indicate pyridine, picoline and lutidine, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Concentration of cluster ions as a function of pyridine concentration. The values were
calculated using Model B and the initial concentrations are given in Table 2. Panel (a) and
(b) shows the results using an ammonia concentration of 2.46×1010 cm−3 on a linear and
logarithmic scale, respectively. Panel c) and d) shows the results for an ammonia concentration
of 4.92×108 cm−3. Py, Pic and Lu indicate pyridine, picoline and lutidine, respectively.
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